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Programme Specification  
 
1. General Information 
 

Award Programme Title Duration Mode of Study 

     MA(RCA) Fashion programme  2 Years Full-time. 

 

Awarding Institution Royal College of Art 

Teaching Institution Royal College of Art 

Professional Accreditation 

N/A 

Qualifications Framework Level 7 

Date of most recent validation 2007 

Programme Specification Date 2018/19 

 
2. Philosophy of the Programme 
 

There is a need for new routes, new aesthetics and a disruptive critical approach about 
the practise and industry of fashion if we are to be relevant and immediate.  A shift in 
authorship, materiality, economic structure and communication will allow new patterns 
of work, aesthetics and equally integrity, ingenuity and a raw fluid play within the real 
that is still very much part of the practise and choice. 
 
So a postgraduate Fashion student needs to be self-motivated, focused, emotionally 
intuitive, and independent with an even greater depth of analytical thought to tackle 
some of these narratives, and possibly to resist. 
 
The programme demands a combination of creative self-expression, technical 
excellence, professional standard, independent mind and intelligent thinking. Its 
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strength is based upon the need for a fearless and fluid approach to investigating and 
questioning the shifting boundaries of aesthetics, systems about identity and fashion 
design. 

 

 
3. Educational Aims of the Programme 
 

The MA Fashion programme aims to: 
 

 
• Provide a stimulating learning environment that enables the 

development of aesthetic, intuit ive,  intellectual and critical 
potential 

 
• Encourage new perspectives, resistant, risk and innovative work 

 
• Direct and encourage the understanding of new and existing research 

and its application to fashion design 
 

• Provide discussion and understanding of individual methodologies 
 

• Assist the knowledge of materialisation to design through 
experimentation using both emerging and traditional, materials and 
textiles 

 
• Equip designers with a technical knowledge of the specialist skills 

and techniques required to translate their ideas into designed 
outcome 

 
• Develop students’ ability to communicate their ideas coherently and 

intelligently 
 

• Promote understanding and involvement with industry and new design 
technologies 

 
• Develop students’ understanding of the cultural, sociological and 

economic context of fashion & identity 
 

• Assist in the student knowing their individual identity, aesthetic and 
system through a broad selection of work. 
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4. Intended Learning Outcomes of the Programme 
 
Able 
to: 

A. Intellectual Engagement 

A1. Evidence and articulate a critical approach to fashion through an iterative 
process combining theory and practice. 

A2. Demonstrate originality and innovative responses to a creative problem, to 
further the understanding of your creative practice 

A3. Demonstrate relevance and depth in your practice in relation to the innovation, 
cultural, sociological, and sustainable context of fashion as a contemporary 
industry and how it relates to their practice 

A4. Demonstrate an ability to critically reflect on their own and other’s work and be 
able to accept and give constructive criticism 

 
Able 
to: 

B. Technical Skills 

B1. Experiment with materials, media, and processes in an informed, sustainable and 
innovative way. 

B2. Develop processes and outcomes through experimentation and research, 
accommodating complexity, iteration and nuance 

B3. Produce work at an advanced level that integrates aesthetics, innovation, 
intuition and technique, that communicates the intentions of that work to 
multiple audiences 

B4. Demonstrate an advanced knowledge of the specialist skills and techniques 
required to create, exhibit and document their work 

 
 
 
Able 
to: 

C. Professional Development 

C1. Establish a personal design identity and articulate their positioning within the 
industry and future landscapes for Identity and Fashion as design with integrity 
and ingenuity. 

C2. Take responsibility for directing their studies through setting goals and 
managing time and resources effectively  

C3. Participate as an active, thoughtful and responsible member of a community. 

C4. Develop confidence in the ability to engage in written and verbal analysis of 
their own work and that of others. 
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Able 
to: 

C. Professional Development 

C5. Develop imaginative and meaningful ways of involving people in their design 
process, with the possibility of collective and collaboration as a result or 
creation. 
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5. Programme Structure and Curriculum 
 

Programme Units and Credit Ratings 

 FIRST YEAR : 
• PLATFORMS – New Perspectives, 20 credits 
• MATERIALISE – Independent research, 20 credits 
• STUDIOS – New Realities, 20 credits 

 
• Grand Design Challenge – Cross School – 20 credits 
• Critical and Historical Studies, 40 credits 

 
SECOND YEAR : 

• INITIAL PRACTISE - 30 credits 
• CRITICAL PRACTISE - 30 credits 
• TOTAL LANDSCAPE - 60 credits 

 
 

Programme Curriculum Map 

THINKING MATERIAL PRACTICE 
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  CHS         CHS FIRST DRAFT   
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PRACTICE     
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Abstract 
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Industry 
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FINAL 
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6. Learning and Teaching Methods  
 

Tutorials 

Tutorials may be one-to-one or group-based. They are the key teaching method used on 
the programme, and through investigation and debate, aim to guide you to identify 
personal learning requirements for the development of your work.  
 
You may request tutorials from other staff in the School or College if this is pertinent to 
your thinking and the person requested is available. 
 
Tutorials can happen virtually as well as face-to-face. 
 

Lectures 

Lectures are a key element to the programme connected about certain Platforms and 
Industry Partnerships. They may contain visiting practitioners, experts from a diversity of 
fields, platform specific from programme leaders, all to inform a socio-cultural 
understanding of the research landscape and technical and material potentials. 

 

Seminars  

Sessions that discuss current thinking, debate and research relevant to the moment in the 
programme and industry, that may be led by Design Tutors, Industry Professionals and   / 
or students as a peer led session. 

Workshops & Masterclasses 

Workshops & Master-classes will occur throughout the year, focusing more on the first two 
terms and often look towards the specialisms as lead. 
Classes might cover: 

• A focus on materials and textiles looking at different perspectives and uses of 
material from bespoke, tailoring, through traditional textiles up to and beyond the 
additive and future materials.  

 
• Recording form and silhouette, studies of the body, on to performative and 

sculptural practise about the artefact and 3D knitting. 
 

• Designing and testing methods and methodologies for the investigation of 
perceived problem spaces for subject specific and novel outcomes. 

 

Critiques and Presentations 

Group or individual critiques and presentations with staff and external visitors from 
industry are arranged to encourage participation in critical analysis and to enhance 
professional practice and communication skills.  
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They may vary in format from curated visual presentations, installation, lecture, 
performance, other displays of work and or a presentation on a ‘fitting’ model. 
 

Work Reviews  

To assess your progress, depth of learning and continued development you make formal 
presentations of your current work to a Review Panel of staff.   
 
This occurs once a term, identifying areas of strength and those requiring focus and 
expansion. This then provides you with clear guidance for future direction. The advice 
given in agreement with you is a guide that you are responsible for following up. Your 
progress will be taken into consideration at successive Work Reviews. 
 
You will present your developing language and identity as a fashion designer through a 
broad selection of new and continuing work completed between subsequent Work 
Reviews.   
 
This would include research, design sketchbooks, a material library on-going, toiles, proto-
types and finished work in the from of your specialism - garments, accessories, footwear 
or millinery. 
 
In advance of the Review you need to prepare a Self-Analysis Form, which allows you to 
consider your progress and steer the review itself. This is part of the reflective process of 
self- development actively encouraged by the programme.  
 
You maybe asked to analyze and consider the points brought up in the Work Review to 
conclude the process.  You will then receive a written report of the main points arising from 
the Work Review. 
 
 The Work Review Panel consists of at least two and usually three of the following: 
 
 

• Head of Programme 
• Senior Tutor / Tutors 
• Visiting Tutors / Specialism Tutor 
• Technician (as appropriate) 
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7. Assessment 
 

General 

Regulations for assessment and progression can be found in the College Regulations, 
sections 2.7 – 2.10. 

Interim Examination 

Each student will be assessed after each unit against the learning outcomes, leading to 
summative assessments and ensuring that students have the opportunity for feedback 
moving from one project to the next.  
 
The Interim Assessment Review is a formal review of each student’s work that evaluates 
progress part way through his or her studies, and determines progression to the second 
year. The interim assessment review is conducted with a board consisting of relevant staff, 
where students are not present, reviewing the student’s summative assessment of the 
year.   
The criteria employed at this review is: 
 
Pass: Criteria for passing the year, is to pass every unit and will be subject to CHS 
results (first available in September) 
 
Referral: follow current regulations to be achievable within one term. Fail up to 30 
CREDITS (i.e. a fail or below satisfactory) by end of term3 will result in a referral project. 
 
Borderline Referral/Fail at Interim Assessment Review Boards discretion. 
In the cases where students fails between 30- 40 credits (i.e. fail or below satisfactory) 
the interim review board will make a decision of whether this is a fail or can be redeemed 
with a referral. Here mitigated circumstance with evidence can be considered. 
 
Fail: Students failing 40 credits or more, will result in automatic failing the year. 
 
Project referral project: 
If the referral is related to Programme specific units, project is supported by programme 
staff at equivalent and appropriate for failed credits and addressing their learning 
objectives. 
If  the referral is related to School wide units, the referral project is supported by school 
wide staff at equivalent and appropriate for failed credits and addressing their learning 
objectives 
 
The outcomes from this review goes to the Academic Board for Concessions & Discipline, 
with the recommendation that a student does or does not progress. If a student’s Personal 
Tutor is not present at the Interim Examination Review, their report contributes to the 
overall assessment. 
 
 

Final Examination 
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The Final Examination is the culmination of a MA degree. It is held in the summer 
term of students’ second year. The Final exam takes place, usually, in mid-June, a 
few weeks before the Show. Prior to the Final Exam, each student submits a design 
report detailing the projects that have been agreed with the programme team to be 
presented for examination. The final independent project together with the body of 
work showing the progression of the student’s work exemplifying the learning 
journey throughout the programme, will be assessed during the exam by a panel of 
academics. If a student’s Design Tutor is not present at the Exam, their report 
contributes to the overall assessment. 
 
The Final Examination is in two parts: 

a) A Viva-Voce, which takes place in the final term of a programme of study 
b) A School Examination Board, will be held to recommend results to the 

Academic Board for Concessions & Discipline for ratification.  
 
If at Final Examination a student’s work from the exam or assessed work from 
earlier units is considered to be a borderline fail (under 30 units, or 30-40 units at 
exams board discretion), the student may be required to retrieve the work within 
an academic term, or at a referral examination within 12 months. For more 
information, please see the RCA Regulations.   
 
A Final Examination requirements :  
 

Finished items to be presented : 
 
• A body of physical work 

Fashion Menswear and Womenswear 
2 looks shown on the body/ models, selected from a minimum of 8 completed prototypes. 
 
Fashion Knitwear Menswear and Womenswear 
2 looks shown on the body/ models, selected from a minimum of 6 completed prototypes. 
 

Fashion Footwear, Accessories and Millinery Menswear and Womenswear 
2 completed objects shown against the body/ models, selected from a minimum of 4 
completed prototypes. 
 

• A body of investigative work 
All Fashion Students – all specialisms 
 
A portfolio publication, either in printed hard copy or digital soft copy, that presents an 
advanced line of enquiry demonstrating rigorous research, clear process, unique 
methodologies and material outcomes leading to finished hi-spec prototypes. 
 
The portfolio should include all final work and other relevant projects completed during 
study at the RCA, and will be fully edited and curated into a complete visual aesthetic 
language. 
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Supplementary evidence in the form of sketchbooks, notebooks, technical files, research 
folders and evidence of material processes, and any further evidence to support the 
finished work and portfolio publication should be organised and accessible, should you 
need to answer questions regarding your practice. 
 
Finally a professionally bound and presented copy of your RCA dissertation should be 
presented. 
 
The minimum composition of the Final Examination Board is as follows: 

• Head of Programme (Chair) 
• Senior Tutor from the programme 
• The External Examiner or The Internal Moderator 
• The student’s Design Tutor 

 
Not less than three members of the programme staff must be present.  
Senate appoints the Internal Moderator and External Examiner. 

 
8. Admissions 
 

Cross-College Requirements 

Refer to the College Prospectus for details of cross-College entrance and portfolio 
requirements for the MA Entrance Examination 
 
Candidates for all MA courses are assessed on their existing qualities as demonstrated in 
their work and in their interview, as well as on their potential to benefit from the course and 
to achieve MA standards overall.  
 
The assessment will consider: creativity, imagination and innovation evident in the work; 
ability to articulate the intentions of the work; intellectual engagement in relevant areas; 
appropriate technical skills; overall interview performance, including oral use of English. 
 

Programme-Specific Requirements 

	

We seek to enrol students who: 
 
 

• wish to articulate new perspectives, develop their imagination and 
advance an enquiry about their discipline, practice and industry 

• are self-motivated, determined critical thinkers a n d  passionate about 
their discipline  

• technically curious, independent, with integrity and professionally 
orientated 

• understand that their commitment to the course is a significant investment 
in their future. 
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FASHION online application : 
Applications should include: 

 
• Recent work, including research and design development, in-depth research 

about material to application of concept, rendered illustrations and flats of at least 
four projects/ concepts 

 
• Digital approaches, showing method of design or communication 

 
• Personal website fully curated 

 
• Filming of personal sketch book, showing methodologies and intuitive process 

 
• Garment/ Artefact imagery edited from fittings or editorial visuals 

  
 
Please state where appropriate, the area of specialism to which you are applying: 
 

• Womenswear 
• Menswear 
• Knitwear Mens or Womens 
• Footwear Mens or Womens, Accessories or Millinery 

 

FASHION INTERVIEW : 
A series of relevant questions about Fashion as a practise and industry needs to be 
completed in advance of the interview. 
 

• A clear example of excellence in their previous work.  
 

• A personal statement that exhibits clarity of thought, with a clear work-plan for 
their research specialism. 

 
• An advanced awareness of their discipline and previous working experience in their 

field. 
 

• Evidence of a sound working practice, with the foundation of process or a technique 
that constitutes the basis for Masters study.  

 
• A strong material understanding that is presented clearly through a physical object 

or garment that they have ideally made themselves. 
 

• A clear use of the English language in interview and written English across all 
documentation. 

 
 
 
Candidates who do not speak English as their first language are required to produce 
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evidence that within the previous two years they have achieved at least 93 in the TOEFL 
internet test, with an additional writing test score of TWE 24 or an IELTS exam score of 6.5 
with 6 in writing. 
 
 

 
9. Quality Indicators 
 

Refer to the RCA Quality Handbook for more details of the College’s quality and standards 
procedures. 

• All academic programmes at the Royal College of Art are revalidated on a six-yearly 
cycle. Revalidations involve external subject experts and internal panel members 
appointed by the College’s Academic Standards Committee (ASC). 

• Programmes are required to submit an annual Review, the primary purpose of which is 
to evaluate the experience of students enrolled on both its MA and MPhil / PhD courses. 

• External Examiners are appointed for a maximum of three years to ensure that:  
- the academic standard for each award is set and maintained at an appropriate level 
and that student performance is properly judged against this; 
- the standards of awards are comparable with those of other UK higher education 
institutions; 
- the process of assessment and examination is fair and has been fairly conducted. 

• An Internal Moderator is appointed by the Senate on the recommendation of ASC to 
ensure that there are appropriate mechanisms in place for the objective assessment of 
student work and to ensure comparability of examination practices between 
programmes within the College. 

• Students have the opportunity to provide feedback through regular programme-level 
meetings (at least one each year considers the delivery of the MA programme and the 
External Examiner report); and through an annual College-wide MA student survey. A 
Student Representative Council brings forward issues from Course Forums and 
programme-level meetings to the President and Vice-President of the Students’ Union 
who then, where appropriate, present these issues at College committees or to the 
Senior Management of the College. 

 
 


